Abstract-Music is a performing art that put varieties of sound together to form a sequence of sound that people will find it interesting. In past, only those with certain level of musical knowledge were able to compose music as it is very time consuming to learn and practice musical instruments. Since the advent of modern computing, various methods were introduced to help music composition, such as Markov Chain (MC), Genetic Algorithm, Knowledge-Based system, and Cellular Automata. However, previous studies were paying less effort on evaluating the quality of music from human perception. The proposed system will apply a hybrid concept by combining few composition techniques to generate music with musical patterns. A framework on determining characteristics of a good music will be proposed in this paper as well.
I. INTRODUCTION
Music is a form of entertainment that puts different sounds into a form that people find it interesting. In the past, only people with high level of musical knowledge were able to compose a well-structured music that contains all elements such as rhythm, melody, harmony, tempo, timbre, and tonal. However, modern technology we have today enable everyone with or without music background to compose a unique song by minimal effort.
Algorithmic composition is one of the main key factor that makes composing music simpler. It can be described as a method that used a sequence of rules to combine several musical parts into a complete piece. This is very much similar to the process involved in concatenative sound synthesis [1] [2]. The process of composing music covers a series of activities, starting with defining musical parts such as the melody, rhythm and harmonization, to perform mixing and audio mastering. It is not necessary to use computer to compose music as Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart did not when he invented Musical Dice Game. The dice will randomly pick precomposed option to form a sequence of melody. Since the advent of modern computing, many research have proven that algorithmic composition is essentially data-driven [3] - [6] . Nowadays, there are various methods that used computer to generate music with minimal human intervention.
In the past, there were various studies evaluated the extent to which a system is creative. For instance, the Consensual Assessment Technique designed by Amabile [7] . Shah et al describes four measures (quantity, quality, novelty, and variety) to evaluate the effectiveness of an ideation [8] . However, less effort has been paid to the problem of evaluating music generated by systems for algorithmic composition. What makes a music pleasant is a hard question. This is because the attractiveness of a music is subjective and thus, judged differently by different individual.
Nevertheless, we see a possibility to measure the quality of a music in terms of attractiveness based on the existing facial beauty theory. The facial beauty theory we focus in this paper covers the averageness and symmetry. Averageness describes the physical beauty that composite facial features of people averagely from same gender and approximately the same age. Meanwhile, facial symmetry refers to physical traits that are similar between the both sides of face.
Throughout the literature review, we found that both facial and music attractiveness shared the common features: subjectively judged by humans. However, past researchers had proved that the aesthetic values of facial attractiveness can be measure with complex calculation [9] - [11] . It derives a new question: What if we measure the music attractiveness based on existing facial beauty theory?
In this paper, we attempt to merge two techniques in algorithmic composition: Markov Chain (MC) and Genetic Algorithm (GA). At the same time, we intent to understand how human listeners perceive music generated by the proposed system and propose a framework based on beauty theory that determines the criterion of good music. An experiment will be conducted to identify whether the music produced by the proposed system is more or equally attractive aurally than the music composed with only one technique (either MC or GA alone) based on human listener's opinion. This paper is divided into four sections. The following section (Section II) will describe the background of related topics we have adopted. Section III will present our approach for music generation and framework to evaluate quality of music. Finally, Section IV will expose our conclusions.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. What Makes a Face Attractive?
Until today, there is no guideline or standard for facial beauty even as past researchers have tried various approaches to determine facial attractiveness. Some of the key factors to determine facial attractiveness include averageness, symmetry, sexual dimorphism, and youthfulness [12] - [14] .
An average face has the average trait values for a population. In the past studies, it is also the most influential hypothesis which assumes that a beautiful face is simply one that is close to an average of all faces. In support of this hypothesis, some researchers have showed that composite faces that shares the average traits value are more attractive than most of faces in population used to create them [15] - [17] . Meanwhile, some other researcher extent their path to investigate the effect of individual factor that improved facial beauty on an average face. For example, O'Toole and his colleagues [16] highlighted the importance of shape and texture to create an average face that is more attractive. More recently, Zhang and his colleagues [18] investigated on the effect of facial geometric features on facial beauty.
Other than averageness, some researchers even reported that there are some factors are more important than averageness in facial attractiveness. Grammer and Thornhill concluded that symmetry was more important than averageness in facial attractiveness [19] . Meanwhile, Little and colleagues found that faces with extreme sexually dimorphic traits, may be more attractive than average faces [20] . In this paper, we are only highlighting both averageness and symmetry as the key elements for the proposed framework since music composition does not direct related with sexual dimorphism.
One of the facial beauty hypothesis that is commonly accepted by previous researchers stated that symmetry contributes positively to facial beauty [12] , [14] , [21] . However, there is other research showed that humans are more attracted to asymmetric face shapes. Alley and Cunningham claimed that average faces are attractive, but non-average faces are even more attractive [22] . We believe that facial beauty theory we had discussed previously is applicable to evaluate the quality of music as some music are relatively similar in terms of averageness and symmetry.
To create a meaningful music, repetition and similarity are two crucial features we must not neglect. It has been observed that most of the musical pieces involve repetition, either in a sequence of notes or at distinguishable parts of structural grouping [23] - [25] . This is similar to the cases of facial attractiveness, where average facial traits (similar) and symmetrical faces (repetition) is generally in favour. A simple illustration on some common musical structures are shown in Fig. 1 .
Both repetition and similarity form a pattern that repeatedly appear at a number of different levels in the whole sequence of music. A composer may slightly change these repeated patterns to provide a pleasing musical diversity. This also explained why we feel some music are averagely same to other music and some melody are symmetrically repeated throughout the whole sequence of music. Thus, as is the case with Alley and Cunningham's research [22] , a less average face or in our case, a less average pattern in composition, may result in more interesting composition.
B. Existing Algorithm for Music Composition
As mentioned in the previous section, several composition techniques have been proposed in the past researches. An early example of using computer to compose music algorithmically is Hiller and Issacson's computational model that used random number and MC. According to Papadopoulos & Wiggins [26] , the existing algorithmic composition methods can be categorized based on their unique feature such as Mathematical models, Knowledge based systems, Grammars, Evolutionary methods, Systems which learn, and Hybrid System. In the following, a brief overview of some of these techniques is provided.
One of the most common approach that implies concept of mathematical models for music composition is MC [26] . Allan uses MC to create a harmonization system which learns its harmonic rules by example, without a pre-programmed knowledge base [27] . Biles developed a system, named GenJam that improvised on the music tunes by building music decoded from measure and phrase populations [6] . Manzolli et al. developed a composition system with graphical representation based on GA [28] . Hofmann had used GA in a Multi-Objective Optimization (MOO) system aiming for statistical measures and structural features of evolved models [29] . Bell attempted to use GA as a search method that finds the set of MC that yield the most pleasant sounding music [4] . However, the research is yet to evaluate the ability of system to generate pleasant melodies.
Throughout the literature review, we also review on existing system that can compose music algorithmically. For example, hetCA which implement CA [30] , GenJam [6] and MetaComposer [31] which used GA, L-System that used Grammar [32] , CHORAL [33] and AutoChorus Creator [34] which used Knowledge-Based technique, and CONCERT that used ANN [35] . In generally, all these systems can compose music automatically but do not allow real-time feedback from user. A brief description on these systems will be explain in Table I .
In this paper, we proposed a hybrid method which consists of MC, GA to create musical pieces that comprise elements of repetition and self-similarity. A further description on the method used in this paper will be explain at Section III. 
III. METHODOLOGY
The basic idea underlying the proposed system is the idea that music can be analyzed with probability method. Due to this probabilistic nature, MC is chosen because it is able to choose the most suitable next pitch. The proposed system is a two level layer system: the bottom level will apply MC for melody generation; and top level will have GA to select the best suitable notes and chords to keep.
A. Definition and Example of a Markov Chains Model
MC is a mathematical model that describe a sequence of possible events which depends on the probability of states from the previous event. Each entry in the transition matrix represent a probability. In the following segment, we will illustrate a segment of melody extracted from "Row Your Boat" and the transition matrix in Fig. 2 .
I = {D, D, D, E, F#, F#, E, F#, G, A}.
The system will first count the number of transitions from first to second note, record this number and divided by the total number of transitions. For example, there are three transitions from G (two to G and one to A) in W. From here, we can get the probability for G to G is 2/3, for G to A is 1/3 and 0 otherwise. Transition for each notes will be recorded in transition matrix as showed below:
The system randomly selects the first note, before generate the most possible next notes based on the first note. For example, A is selected as the first note, the system will randomly choose between D, F#, G, and A, with probabilities 1/5, 1/5, 1/5, and 2/5 respectively. The system will continue to choose pitches to generate a sequences of pitch.
B. Definition and Example of a Genetic Algorithm
GA is a stochastic optimization algorithm that used to optimize problems to better solutions using techniques inspired by natural evolution such as crossover, mutation, and inheritance and selection. Each candidate solution has a set of properties, also known as chromosomes which can be altered through natural evolution techniques. In the research, it will be applied as a search method that ensure music to have a higher overall fitness. GA compared the fitness of music from the low-level layer and choose the best ones to continue on. Initially, a random population of chromosomes is created. The process of composing music with GA begins with generation of candidate solutions of the initial set. The process of evaluation is repeated until the overall fitness of the population is high enough, the process will be terminated.
Traditionally, there are two ways of measuring fitness. For example, Biles used human critics to make the selection when he developed GenJam [6] and Automatic fitness assessment [31] 
1) Use a human critic to make the selection -It is an
Interactive Genetic Algorithm (IGA) that requires an individual to use all the real world knowledge to decide which population members should be promoted into the next generation. The algorithm will provide with few possible choices for an individual to choose.
2) Automatic fitness assessment (AFA):
It is the common function used to evaluate each generated solution. It will automatically make fitness assessment after each mutation and crossover process.
The proposed system is able to identify the stability of the music sound by analyze its chord tone. The lower the pitch produced by the melody, the more stable the music is. In contrast with stability function, tension function will evaluate the gradual motion of high pitch of the melody. The higher the pitch produced by the melody, the higher the tension of music is.
C. Evaluation of the Music Generated by Proposed System
Each individual has their own perception on music. Hence, we intend to conduct test with human listener to obtain a more accurate result. Selection of participants will be limited to a homogenous group of subjects through exclusion criteria. The participants consist of 10 people who will be randomly picked with no discrimination against gender, education background and ages. A listening test will be conduct to collect a ranking list from participants by recursive better or worse division. The participant needs to select from pairs of music, which of the music they think is more attractive will be keep in the better division. The process continues until they listened all the music. Participants will be asked to listen to 20 pieces of music which has been composed by the system. 10 of the music are generated using two techniques (MC and GA) and the remaining each of 5 are generated using MC and GA respectively. Participants are asked to divide the music into better versus worse until they are satisfied with the ranking. The result will be presented as a tree, where the root of tree contains all composed music. The numbers of music which are labeled in both divisions will be counted separately. Based on the result, we can identify which music is preferred by the participants, either the music with musical patterns or without patterns.
In addition to the listening test, there will be also a questionnaire distributed to the human listener to evaluate the performance of the system. The human listeners are required to give ratings of music composed by the system. Participants will be asked what they think are the factors contributing to composition of a good music and the framework we have will be modified accordingly.
D. A Preliminary Framework for Description of Good Music
In this section, we will describe four essential aspects that we highlighted in the preliminary framework to evaluate the attractiveness of music. Some of the aspects are extracted from the facial beauty theory that we had discussed at the early section of this paper. Those essential features cover:
1) Replication:
The musical pieces has to be not too similar to the training dataset. A good music must not be exactly the same as the sample music that existing in real life. The music may sound dull when same note is playing in a sequence of music. However, it is just a statement that needed to be justify.
2) Averageness:
Defining musical forms is typically sectional and important because it organize the music. There are some common formats which are already accepted by people. For example, a verse will be followed by a chorus then back to verse again. Nevertheless, it is worth investigating how people perceived to music with non-average musical forms with the idea music structures should not be formulated.
3) Symmetry:
We understand that repetition on composing melody are very common in making music as it could help listener to easily memorize the music. However, is it necessary to follow all the patterns which are preset? We intent to identify whether can an asymmetrical music can be perceived by listener as good as the music which has symmetrical repetition.
4) Creativeness:
As mentioned above, the proposed system will be using input data from existing music. It inherited musical patterns from the sample to form a music in the form of the composer. It derives to a new question: Will listener accept music generated by a hybrid approach of two composition techniques? It will be a worthy study to identify can hybrid techniques generate music creatively.
IV. CONCLUSION This paper has presented a way to more understanding the criteria of a quality music. As the final outcome of this research, an automatic music composition system will be developed. A framework will be designed to evaluate attractiveness of music. Until today, past researchers were yet applying evaluation methods that is generally use for art productions. The proposed framework could be a baby step towards the road that enable us to have a better clarification on what makes a music a pleasant one.
